
transfer the residue from the holders, but each holder 
Illay be carried out independently, thus avoiding soil
ing the clothes and hands. 

These machines are manufactured by Messrs. J. B. 
Colt & Company, of 125 West Thirty-seventh Street, 
New York, with branches in Chicago and San Fran
cisco. 

• .e .• 

Danger In New Hunting Rifles. 

When one comes to discuss rifles, range, and the ave
rage distance at which game is shot, he is likely to 
strike contradictory opinions. A prominent hunter, in 
speaking recently of the great effectiveness of the 
American rifle, said that in his experience, elk, moose, 
bear, and white-tailerl deer were most generally killed 
within a range of 175 yards; and that this was so be
cause they were apt to be discovered within this dis
tance, not because of any lack of carrying power in the 
rifle. When this statement is contrasted with the 
prospectus of the latest rifle, which has a first sight of 
250 yards, a flat trajectory, and a maximum range 
of 2,200 yards, what is the average hunter to 
think? 

Of one thing there is no room for doubt, and 
that is that this year many people are preparing 
to go to the woodIS deer shooting, and will take 
with them the neW rifle. Its wonderful range and 
penetration are due to the new smokeless powder 
employed in conjunction with a bullllt sheathed 
in copper so as to present a harder surface to the 
rifling than lead. This projectile is forced through 
a barrel from 20 to 24 inches long, the rifling of 
which has about one turn to every 8 inches. The 
great objection raised by experienced hunters to 
such an arm Itll this Is, that with the long range 
one never knoWs where the bullet Is likely to bring 
up once it has left the gun. A Cew yeats ago a 

hunter fired at a deer at a distance of 183 yards 
as measured after death. The animal was standing 
at the foot of a slight bluff of loamy sand in 
which not a stone or rock was to be seen. The 
rifle was fired and the deer fell, the bullet hav
Ing gone clear through the heart, missing the 
ribs on both sides. Immediate
ly after a hall was heard from a. 

point about 200 yards back of 
the shooters, and an angry man 
was heard asking where in thun
der they were shooting, as the 
bullet had just skimmed over 
his head. A close examination 
showed graze and leaf h61es four 
feet above the heads of the 
other party of hunters, and it 
would seem that the bullet had 
traversed two sides of a kiangle, 
from the rifle to the quarry, and 
back from the quarry to the 
other base corner of the triangle. 
If such a thing Is possible with 
an ordinary rifle sighted to 100, 
150, 300, and 500 yards, what 
would be the possible result with 
the copper-sheathpd bullet, low 
trajectory, and 2,200-yard range 
in a wooded district? 

In still another case a well 
known hunting writer from the 
West, now residing in New 
York, chanced upon a moose 
feeding about 200 yards away, 
and, with the idea of taking the 
second shot himself, told his 
companion, an amateur, to try 
the first shot. The bullet was 
seen to strike the ground nearly 
four feet in front of and about 
six feet short of the moose. 
When an examination was made, 
it was found that there had been two moose feeding 
within 100 yards of each other, and that on the trail 
of the far one was blood. Following the trail the 
moose was eventually bagged, and it was found that 
t,he bullet had entered at the lower side of the 
stomach, and was lodged in the fat of the hump, 
showing clearly that the animal had been hit by 
the ricocheting missile. An examination of the spot 
where the turf flew showed a flat piece of rock, an 
inch or so under the surface, which the bullet had hit 
and glanced from. Many similar stories might be re
JIated of the vagaries of glancing bullets, and the pos
:sible dangers are making a number of hunters very 
,chary of going out with these new rifles, which, what
ever advantages they may have in other places, are not 
believed to be suitable for deer shooting in the Eastern 
States. Apparently, English sportsmen are also enter
taining similar fears, for a prominent big game shot 
recently advocated a restriction in the matter' of the 
rifling. 

Both English and American hunters appear to hold 
the idea that the wound inflicted by the metal-sheath
ed bulled fired from the exceedingly long range rifle, is 

.not of the ,tvoe best .calcul�ted to stol} the �ame, 911t 

J ,ientific jmerican. 
that the bullet will, rather, pass completely th'. "ugb I meter showed 75 volts when the motor was run on the 
the body without shattering opposing bones, or te;:;.ring I compound system, and but 20 volts without the com
a large hole in the softer opposing substances, so that if 

I 
pound, the pressure remaining the same. 

the animal be not hit in the brain or heart it may travel The engine, as built, was made simply for the purpose 
a long way before loss of blood brings it down. The ex- of demonstrating the principle involved. The motors 
perience of most hunters is in favor of a 45-caliber bul- I have been tested by a brake test to 9� horse power 
let composed of one part tin and forty of lead, Weigh. ' with but 35 pounds of steam. The engines were de
ing 350 grains, propelled by from 90 to 110 grains of good signed by R. D. Watson, of Toledo, and patents cover 
blaek powder. This bullet will not have the same iug same have been issued. 
ricocheting power as the other.-New York Sun. _ I. I • 

• • I • The RODlance of Aluminum. 

A NEW STEAM MOTOR. In "N aturre Historiarum" (lib. 36, cap. 26), in 
We give engravings of a steam motor recently which reference is made to an incident in tRoman 

finished and tested at the works of The Merrell Manu- history which, up to the time of Sainte-Claire Deville 
facturing Company, Toledo, Ohio. It has been called had been overlooked by scientists for many centuries: 
a rotary engine by its makers, on account of the it is related by Pliny (23 A. D. to 79 A. D.) that during 
intimate connection of the reciprocating parts with the reign of the Emperor Tiberius (41 B. C. to 37 A. D.) 
the revolving parts, and the perfect balancing, which a certain worker in metals (faber) appeared at the 
insures a smooth action. The engine is very compact, palace and showed a beautiful cup composed of a bril
and, as it runs at high speed, it can be used to ad vant- liant white metal that shone like silver. When tho 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF ENGINE. 

SINGLE CYLINDER DOUBLE EXPANSION ENGINE. 

age in driving dynamos and other machines running at 
high velocity. 

One of the views shows the motor in perspective; 
the other shows a longitudinal section of the motor. 
In operation, the steam or air is admitted from the 
bottom and enters between the pistons, driving them 
outward to the position shown. at the left. When 
the pistons are in this position, the cam· valve opens 
the top port and closes the feed port, thus allowing 
the steam or air to escape from between the pistons 
and pa�s to the opposite side of the pistons, driving 
them inward to the' position shown at the rigbt hand. 
When this stroke is completed, the' extension-stems 
on the piston open the end or exhaust valves, which 
remain open until the pistons complete their outward 
stroke. To reverse the motor, steam is supplied from 
the top instead of the bottom. '1'he motor, as shown, 
is' so arranged as to admit of using the steam or air 
but once and exhausting, or it can be used twice as 

above' explained. It is stated that, with a 5-pound 
pressure, using the steam but once, the motors run at 
a speed of 80; and with the same pressure, using the 
steam twice, the speed was increased to 176 revolutions. 
When this motor was connected with a dynamo the volt-
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artificer was presenting it to the Emperor he pur
posely dropped it on the floor of the chamber. 
The goblpt was so bruised by the fall that it 
seemed to be irretrievably injured; but the work
llIan took his hammer, and in the presence of the 
court repaired the damage without delay. It 
was evident that this metal was not silver, 
though it had almost the same brilliancy, besides 
being much more ductile and considerably lighter. 
The Emperor questioned the artificer closely, and 
learned from him that he had extracted the metal 
from an argillaceous earth -- probably the clay 
known to modern chemists as alumina. Tiberius 
then asked if anyone besides himself knew the 
process, and received the proud reply that the 
secret was known only to himself and Jupiter, 
This answer was sufficient. The Emperor 1m. 
reflected that if it were possible to obtain thb 
metal from so comlIlon a substance as clay the 
value of gold and silver would be greatly reduced, 
so he determined to avert such a lamentable 
catastrophe. He caused the workshops of the 
discoverer to be wholly destroyed, and the luck

less artificer was seized and de
capitated, so that his secret might 
perish with him. M. Sainte
Claire Deville had no doubt that 
this metal was aluminum, and 
he asserted that the wanton 
cruelty of Tiberius had deprived 
the world of this valuable metal, 
which remained unknown for 
eighteen centuries. The extract
ing of aluminum, discovered by 
the Roman craftsman in the first 
century of the Christian era, 
thus became one of the lost arts. 
-Aluminum and Electrolysis. 

• •••• 

The "Oregon's" Brave 1'Ien 

In the FlrerooJn. 

Sergt. Frederiek A. Ramsey of 
the battleship "Oregon" writes 
in a letter to his fathel', j, I 

McMinnville, Ore., under date of 
July 7: "When the 'Marin 
Teresa ' had beached herself and 
hauled down her colors, we 
shaped our course for the' Viz
caya,' which was about 500 yards 
ahead ot us and steaming her 
best. We opened fire on her 
with our two forward I3-inch, 
four 8-inch, and two 6-inch guns. 
The gunners kept fil'ing as fast 
as they could. A II the time the 
fight was going on we were 
steaming under torced draught, 
which was very hard on our fire

room force. The heat in the fireroom was 165 degrees. 
You will wonder how men can stand such heat, but 
they did it, and we give them the credit which they 
are justly entitled to. The officers sent down dozens 
and dozens of bottles of iced beer to revive them, and 
we stationed men along the passages leading down to 
the firerooms to herald the news to them; and every 
time we sent a ship to the beach or shot away her 
colors, they were told, and the cheers came up to our 
ears through the ventilators which run up on deck. 
They would say, 'Sink them ; sink them,' 'Remem her 
the " Maine," boys,' and ' We will catch them or blow 
the boilers out trying.' " 

••••• 

CONTRACTS for the four new boats to be built for the 
North German Lloyd Compa-ny have now be en placed. 
Two cargo boats, each of about 8,100 tons carrying 
capacit.y, aTe to be constructed at the Tecklenborg 
Shipbuilding Yard, Bremerhaven, for the Bremen

Baltimore service, and two cargo and passenger boats 
of about 10,000 tons capacity, each will be built at the 
Blohn & Voss Company's yard, Hamburg, for the New 
York line. 
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